DOCTORATE GEOGRAPHY, LAND PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

STUDENTS WITH FOREIGN QUALIFICATIONS

Documentation that must be attached in the application for admission and access

Via “Studies in foreign universities”

- ID card, passport or EU community document

Academic qualifications:

- Bachelor’s Degree
- Academic certificate of the studies passed to obtain the Bachelor's degree, specifying its duration in academic courses and the list of subjects studied that include, in each, the workload and the grade obtained (with indication of the rating system)
- Master's degree
- Academic certificate of the studies passed to obtain the Master's degree, specifying its duration in academic courses and the list of subjects studied that include, in each, the workload and the grade obtained (with indication of the system of qualification)
- Curriculum vitae
- Proposal of investigation where it is stated, if it is the case, the possible director / s and the regime of dedication (full or partial time)
- Document accrediting that a scholarship has been obtained for the doctoral studies (only in the case of enjoying a scholarship) or of their application at the time of formalizing the admission (include this information in the C.V.)
- Other academic merits (include this information in the C.V.)

IMPORTANT: All documents must be officially translated (if they are in a language other than Catalan, Spanish or English) and legalized. For information on the requirements of foreign documents, see: legalization, official translations and certified copies:

http://www.ub.edu/escola_doctorat/en/academicinformation/admission-and-access


* The legalization of documents is not necessary to request admission, but it is an essential requirement to resolve access.

** The application for study of equivalence of foreign studies for access to doctoral programs involves the payment of a fee (current rate 2018-19: 218.15 euros).